Rapidly and precisely selective growth of self-assembled nanoparticles using an electron-beam or optical exposure system with commercial chemically amplified resists was demonstrated. The required exposure dosage was less than 10 C/cm 2 for patterning chemically amplified resists. By immersing the patterned resist sample in the nanoparticle colloidal solution, nanoparticles were selectively self-assembled on the ͑3-aminopropyl͒trimethoxysilane layer, which was partially covered by the patterned resist layer. The selective growth area can be performed from several hundred micrometers to sub-50 nm. This method has great potential to be used for rapidly selective growth of various nanoparticles or nanomaterials.
1
Therefore, selective growth of nanometer-sized materials is essential for biotechnology, optics, and semiconductor device fabrications. Many efforts have been made in selective growth of self-assembled monolayers ͑SAM͒. Atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ was used to locally oxidize the silicon surface and to perform spatially selective deposition of gold nanoparticles via specific chemical interaction. 2, 3 The conductive AFM tip can also be used to convert organosilane monolayer with terminal -CH 3 groups to -COOH. The -COOH patterns generated in monolayers are compatible with a wide variety of post-patterning chemical manipulations. 4, 5 Another approach is using high dosage of electron beam to create surface domains with different chemical properties that allow to selective deposit nanomaterials. In general, over 1000 C/cm 2 dosage of electron beam exposure is required. 6 Recently, it was fond that by using low electron beam acceleration voltages one can reduce the required exposure dosage to less than 1000 C/cm 2 . 7, 8 Similarly, exposing UV light source with long duration can also be used for selective growth of nanomaterials. 9 However, all of these methods are low-throughput or difficult to combine with semiconductor processes. Because the process conditions are strongly dependent on the kind of nanomaterials, it is still a challenge to develop an effective way for selective growth of various nanomaterials by using these methods.
In the recent International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor ͑ITRS͒, advanced lithographic techniques such as vacuum ultraviolet ͑VUV͒ and electron-beam-based lithographies would lead integrated circuit ͑IC͒ technologies to sub-70 nm generations. 10 Chemically amplified resists ͑CAR͒ with high sensitivity have been widely used in deep ultraviolet ͑DUV͒ lithography and will continue to be used in next generation vacuum ultraviolet and electron beam based lithographies for high-throughput consideration. 11 The chemical amplified resist is initiated by a couple of electrons or photons, and acid is generated in the resist film. The acid generator will react with the acid-labile group ͑attached to a polymer͒ within the resist film and lead to bond scission. The new molecule will generate a new acid, thus beginning a catalytic cycle. In general, an initial acid will produce 500 to 1000 chemical reactions. As a result, the applied dosage can be decreased and the throughput is enhanced. By using chemically amplified resists, the required exposure dosages in optical and electron beam exposure systems were generally less than 30 mJ/cm 2 and 20 C/cm 2 , respectively. 12 In this paper, selective growth of self-assembled nanoparticles using electron-beam and optical exposure systems with commercial chemically amplified resists was demonstrated.
Experimental
All chemical materials were G. R. grade. Sodium citrate and hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl 4 ) were purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry. Colloidal gold solution was prepared by sodium citrate reduction of HAuCl 4 under boiling conditions. 13, 14 The silicon oxide films were deposited on silicon wafers by employing a conventional high-density plasma chemical vapor deposition ͑HDP-CVD͒ system. The ͑3-aminopropyl͒trimethoxysilane ͑APTMS͒ layer, an adhesion agent for gold nanoparticles, was coated on a SiO 2 /Si substrate. 15 Then the chemical amplified resist ͑DSE-1010, Dongjin͒ was coated on the APTMS layer for electron-beam exposure. The thickness of chemical amplified resist was measured by an ellipsometer ͑SE-5, Sopra͒. Electron-beam exposure was carried out in the Leica Weprint-200 shaped-beam stepper. The electron beam energy was 40 keV with a beam size of 20 nm. The exposure doses were changed from 3 to 20 C/cm 2 . By increasing the exposure dose to 6.2 C/cm 2 , these resists can be completely removed after developing with 2.38% tetramethylammonium hydroxide. After being immersed, the patterned resist sample into the gold nanoparticles colloidal solution for 10 min, nanoparticles were self-assembled on the APTMS layer, which was partially covered by the patterned resist layer. Finally, ethyl alcohol was used to stripe the residual resists. Similarly, optical lithography ͑I-line i5ϩ stepper, Canon͒ was also used for nanomaterials patterning. Nanoparticles were observed by scanning electron microscopy ͑S-4000, Hitachi͒. The surface plasma resonance ͑SPR͒ absorption spectra of nanoparticles with and without selective growth processes were measured by a spectrometer ͑UV-2501PC, Shimadzu͒. Figure 1a is the schematic description for selective growth of the self-assembled gold nanoparticles by electron beam or optical lithography. The APTMS layer, an adhesion agent for gold nanoparticles, was first coated on a SiO 2 /Si substrate. Then, the chemical amplified resist was coated on the APTMS layer for electron-beam exposure. Figure 1b shows the sensitivity curve of the chemically amplified resist DSE-1010 for electron-beam exposure. By increasing the exposure dose to 6.2 C/cm 2 , these resists can be completely removed after developing with tetramethylammonium hydroxide ͑TMAH͒. The high sensitivity and high contrast (␥ ϭ 19) of the resist are capable of ensuring high throughput and resolution in electron-beam lithography. After the sample was immersed in the gold nanoparticles colloidal solution for 10 min on a hot plate, nano-particles were self-assembled on the APTMS layer, as shown in Fig.  2 . Finally, ethyl alcohol was used to stripe the residual resists. Similarly, optical lithography was also used for selective growth of nanomaterials. Using the optical stepper the throughput is generally larger than 100 wafers per hour. Figure 2a shows the SEM image of dot array patterns of gold nanoparticles, which were patterned by optical lithography. The magnified image in Fig. 2b shows that nanoparticles were found uniformly dispersed in the pattern. Size-distribution and standard deviation ͑S.D.͒ of gold nanoparticles without selective growth processes were shown in Fig. 3a . The particle diameter and size distribution of nanoparticles was estimated to be 16.64 Ϯ 2.90 nm. After selective growth processes, the particle diameter and size distribution of nanoparticles was estimated to be 16.71 Ϯ 3.21 nm in Fig.  3b . We found that uniform size-distribution and small particle-size can be remained after selective growth processes. Fig. 2d is ϳ40 nm, and there are only 6 nanoparticles in the pattern. If the resist pattern can be shrunk further, selective growth one particle would be possible by this method. The concept for selective growth of nanomaterials shown in Fig. 1a is similar to the lift-off method in semiconductor processes. In general the lift-off method is difficult for sub-500 nm processes. However, this method can be used for patterning sub-50 nm nanomaterials. Nanoparticles can link to the APTMS layer and cannot be linked to the resist surface that is different to the conventional lift-off method.
Results and Discussion
After resist patterning, it is important to find a suitable solvent to strip the residual resists that would not affect selective growth of nanomaterials. In this paper, ethyl alcohol was used to strip the residual resists. By measuring the surface plasmon resonance absorption spectra of gold nanoparticles, the size and shape of nanoparticles can be realized. 15 Figure 3c shows the absorption spectra of gold nanoparticles immersed into ethyl alcohol with different duration. The surface plasmon resonance spectra are unchanged with different immersion time and the peaks are found around 520 nm before and after resist strip processes. Therefore, the size and shape of nanoparticles can be remained by using ethyl alcohol to strip resists.
Similarly, sulfuric acid was used to strip resist. Figure 4a shows the absorption spectra of gold nanoparticles immersed into sulfuric acid solution with different duration. The surface plasmon resonance absorption bands are becoming weaker and broader as longer immersion time and the peaks are shift to longer wavelengths. This means that the particle-size and size-deviation are increased. 16 Figure 4b-d show the SEM images of gold nanoparticles immersed into sulfuric acid solution with 1, 5, and 25 min, respectively. We found that the size-deviation and shape of the nanoparticles were seriously affected by sulfuric acid. This is due to the citrate stabilizer covered on gold nanoparticles was desorbed by sulfuric acid. Therefore, sulfuric acid is not suitable for resist strip processes. 
Conclusions
Rapidly and precisely selective growth of self-assembled nanoparticles by using an electron-beam or optical exposure system with commercial chemically amplified resists was demonstrated. For using chemically amplified resists, the required exposure dosage was less than 10 C/cm 2 . After the patterned resist sampel was immersed into the nanoparticles colloidal solution, nanoparticles were self-assembled on the APTMS layer. Suitable solvent such as ethyl alcohol was used to strip the residual resists. The surface plasmon resonance spectra were unchanged before and after resist strip processes. Therefore, the size and shape of nanoparticles can be maintained using ethyl alcohol to strip resists. The selective growth area of nanoparticles can be formed from several hundred micrometers to sub-50 nm. Nanoparticles can be selectively linked on the APTMS layer and cannot be linked on the resist surface, which is different to the conventional lift-off method. Therefore, this method can be used for selective growth of nanomaterials in sub-50 nm area. This method also has great potential to be used for selective growth of various nanoparticles or nanomaterials and is suitable to combine with semiconductor processes for mass production. 
